
Early Case Assessment the DISCO Way
Seamlessly identify and promote the right data

The DISCO solution 
At DISCO, we believe that legal teams need a complete view of 
their data to make strategic decisions during ECA. Our end-to-
end platform gives you seamless continuity — from ingest to 
ECA to review to production — with access to the full power of 
DISCO Ediscovery throughout. Move between your ECA and 
review databases at any time over the lifetime of your case 
and gain valuable insights via fast search, data visualizations, 
and analytics such as email threading. With DISCO Ediscovery’s 
auto-scaling cloud architecture, all these capabilities remain 
lightning fast, regardless of the size of your matter.

With DISCO
  Navigate within a single, integrated platform with intuitive 

search and visualization

  View complete documents with the context of families and 
conversations

  Promote documents from ECA to active review in seconds

  Enjoy access to AI scores in ECA based on all matter activity

The challenge 
While efficient early case assessment (ECA) can have substan-
tial benefits, many legal teams perform ECA with blunt tools 
that give users an incomplete view of their data. Only showing 
coarse metadata, they require cuts to be made without users 
ever laying eyes on a single document. Other legal teams 
string together expensive analytics tools with their document 
review platform in an attempt to make more targeted cuts. This 
disjointed experience makes it time consuming and cumber-
some to navigate between analytics and document review and 
causes ECA costs to skyrocket.

Never again
  Use three different platforms for processing, analytics, 

and review

  Accept “spreadsheet ECA” by filepath and filename

  Require multiple promotion steps to deduplicate, export, 
copy, load, and image for review

  Export metadata to update AI scores
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Key benefits

Faster review
DISCO Ediscovery allows you to perform ECA faster so you can 
start substantive case work and resolve your cases quicker. Our 
sub-second search speeds allow teams to run and evaluate 
hundreds of searches in minutes, instead of days (or weeks).

Better insights
DISCO Ediscovery delivers insights to users in visual, intuitive 
ways throughout the platform. Search visualization allows users 
to easily find patterns in their data. With email threading, users 
understand how conversations unfolded. Our filters provide 
document counts for every search that update in real time. 

Complete integration
DISCO Ediscovery provides greater flexibility and efficiency by 
offering seamless movement between your review and ECA 
documents, so you can continuously promote data as you learn 
more about your case. You can even see scores for DISCO AI tag 
predictions on your ECA documents — ensuring you capture all 
the key documents for your review.

Key capabilities
Search visualization — Quickly make sense of large volumes 
of data and drill down into particular document sets with the 
interactive dashboard.

Similar docs — Easily identify duplicates or groups of docu-
ments that are similar, with the ability to control similarity thresh-
olds on the fly.

DISCO AI — Leverage your tagging decisions during review to 
identify documents still in ECA that should be promoted. 

Email analytics — Make sense of email chains with our intuitive 
email threading and accelerate your review by only reviewing 
the most inclusive emails. 

Search term reporting — Easily create your own search term 
reports based on all available metadata — no expense required 
for services. 

Search and filters — Quickly find the documents you are look-
ing for with sub-second search results and an extensive filter 
pane with real time document counts. 

Document viewer — View imaged versions of key documents in 
context, with instant access to email threading and family members. 

DISCO Review — Partner with our expert managed review team 
to quickly identify the right documents to prioritize and promote. 


